cerTrax for
Supervisors

Manage all the things that aren't easy to manage. Easily.
cerTrax is a simplified and streamlined certification and training management
system. Mines, quarries, aggregates, contract miners, vendors and suppliers
can all use it to manage compliance and training requirements for every single
employee on a site. This ensures that all the work being done around the mine
is being done with the proper certificates. On top of that, cerTrax allows for the
straightforward, digital management of forms such as 5000-23s and SOPs.
Say Goodbye to Excel.

24x7 Access
It doesn’t matter where or
when you need it. cerTrax
can show you what you
need to know about your
operators certificates and
training. With cerTrax
mobile, you can take this
information with you
anywhere you go. Even
more importantly, so can
your operators. When your
mine is audited, operators
won’t have to worry about
not having access to their
certificates or training
because they’ll only need
their phone for offline
access to all of that
information.

The days of supervisors sifting through pages and pages of excel data to keep
track of everyone’s certificates and training are finished. With the release of
cerTrax, keeping the workplace competent and compliant has never been
easier. Supervisors are notified about upcoming expirations and with cerTrax
mobile, operators always have access to their certs and training.
cerTrax Desktop
The desktop version of CerTrax functions as a command center. Update data,
certifications and training information directly from the web. Additionally,
supervisors can manage forms, such as 5000-23s and SOPs, all with the
convenience of an internet based, digital application. A supervisor is only a few
clicks away from checking on the compliance of employees before a task.

01 Manage Employee,
Contractor and Vendor
Certificates

02 Manage 5000-23s and
SOPs

Move your forms into the 21st
Keep all the certificates needed for century. Make the workplace more
work in one place. With CerTrax it efficient with fully digitized training
is easy to ensure a compliant
forms and standard operation
workplace at all times.
procedure.

For demos and pricing, contact Sales (sales@rapidBizApps.com; +1.408.647.3050)
www.rapidbizapps.com

03 Manage Equipment
Training
A solid understanding of assets,
both equipment and personnel, is
critical to efficiency. Using
CerTrax, keep track of the training
each employee has and the
equipment they are trained on.

